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1.0     ItMi^CDHCTlO.! 

Terms of    eference,  , cope and Contents of deport 

The material in this report describes a conceptual view of an information 

system for project planning and control.      The method of analysis UBed to develop 

this framework  is an example of what has come to be called "systems analysis". 

Although naming the approach adds nothing tc the analysis, the name "systems 

analysis" connotes a generality of methodology which has many applications,  and 

a general logic that helps show why the particular approach used here was selected 

for a study of project information systems.       ''herefore,  as a basis for the 

analysis,  the discipline of systems analysis ix described in   lection 2.C. 

In this study a project is considered to be a mobilization oí  resources over 

a determinable life for the creation or production of a specific end-product, 

•"•pecifically, projects are characterized by: 

1. An identifiable end item which we henceforth refer to as the manufacturing 

facility ar most industrial projects require such a facility. 

2. ï-he fact that successful implementation depending on organisations and 

agencies outside the project manager's authority. 

3. Large ri «kr. due to technological and market uncertainties. 

4. A well defined end or completion point. 

Cince this study focuses on industrial projects,  the end result will be an 

enhancement of the production capacity or of the productivity of the implementing 

organization.      fhe end item will most often be a physical thing such as a 

building, new machinery,  etc.,  but we do not exclude projects which upgrade the 

skills of the employees. 

It is tha difficulties implied by characteristics (2) and (3)  above that 

a well designed information system tries to cure.      For example, since there 

are several organizations concerned with and affecting the progress of a projeot, 

communication amon,-, these organizations is essential for meeting a projeot 

schedule,      iioreover, while uncertainties are inherently a part of projects, a 

good information system can provide the basis of a rapid response to implement 

contingency planr., 
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he detailed conceptual viewpoint for the information system design is 

described in Section 3.0; however, the essential elements can be summarized 

here. 

An information system is taken to be the specification of the following 

components: - 

a. 

b. 
The initial input source of data. 

A data processing capability - defined as rearranging or »«organizing 

data to aid decision making.-   At some point processing becomes 

analysis as, say, when formal models^ to reflect reality are ue«d.¿' 

c. A data or information transmission prescription including the souroe 
within the organization and the destination for eaoh type of 
information.      (We call this the reporting system, but its design is 
one and the same as the presoription of the organized structure.) 

d. A data or information storage and retrieval capability. 

Both planning and control of projects are combined within the scope of the 

study as they must be designed together in order to assure compatibility. 

Together they define the function called implementation.     This description 

also integrates the Amotions of implementation and analysis because the 

combination is necessary for effective and efficient design. 

It becomes convenient, in order to analyse and design the infonaation system, 

to consider time stages of the project;     The project defined as starting with 

the product or process idea that eventually defines the end product and it ends 

with a post-audit of the project's operations.      The time stage viewpoint is 
introduced in flection 4.2 

The starting point of any design is tho definition of the goals of the users 

of the end item.      Tn the translation of goals to design, it is convenient to 

focus on the decisions the user muet make.    This is complicated by the faet 

1/ Often this processing in defined as translating data into information although 
the distinction is meaningful only in the context oTlTparUcular use to which 
the information will be put. 

2 ' A model is any form of abstraction of reality.      A child's airplane is a 
model, as is a budget or the game of chess.      A model is a useful substitute 
for reality when experimentation on the real system iti impossible. 

3 •' The processing of information with analytical models is not always included 
in the definition rf an information system.      ¿ecause of its total dependence 
on information availability, we include it in the definition of the information 
system, although the scope of the study did not allow examination of these models. 



that, each project exists in a complex environment of organizations (called 

the project environment)  having different goals and their ovni systems, procedures 

and information systems.      Therefore,   it is necessary to define the total 

environment of the project in order to:~ 

1. assure that the project system is compatible with other systems with 

which it must interact; 

2. take advantage of information generated by any source at the project 

level without the necessity of regenerating it or labcrieuely searching 

for it; 

3. generate all information at the project level that will be needed at 

other levels. 

The acopo of this study, then,  includes consideration of all organisations 

and levels that are concerned with a project.      naturally, in different oountries 

the names and structure of these organizations will vary.      These viewpoints are 

developed in Section 4.1. 

une by-produot goal of this study is to provide a basis for projeot managers 

to assess the adequacy of their information systems.      A method for doing this, 

complete with a questionnaire design,  is given in Appendix A. 

Tn several instances in this report, precedence networks or critioal path 

methods are used for illustration purposes.     Therefore, a knowledge of 

oreoedence networks is helpful in understanding the presentation. 

2.0    rT3*F5l3 ANALYfn.îJ PÏÏOJ^T IN^UATICw SYr;m TOSIGA 

During the last decade interest in applying science to decision making has 

spawned several new disciplines — one of them is called system» analyses. 

Unfortunately> confusion has been caused au the name has been used to describe 

at least three activitiesî- 

a. the analysis of the flow of information in an organization and of the 

procedures and data processing implementing that flow; 

b. the   engineering analysis of physical stability;    and 

c. the  analysir. employed for strategic decision making within an 

organization. 



Although theBe definitions are different,   they have an essential commonality 

since they all  focus implicitly or explicitly on the information needs and 

processing to perform a given function.       Ais commonality suggests the compli- 

mentari ty of information systems and systems analysis.      4.ore specifically, 

there are two relationships between information systems and systems analysis. 

On the one hand,   information systems design is an integral part of système 

analysis applied to any design problem,  as it is in this paper..    This section 

(Section 2.0)  reviews both of these relationships while the remainder of the 

paper discusses,  in greater detail, how systems analysis can be applied to the 

design of information systems. 

To initiate the discussion of systems analysis and information systems design, 

it is useful to distinguish between the following three levels of decisions in 
an organization:- 

if 
Strategic Planning Heoisionsi- determining organization goals, allocating 

resources to these goals, and defining policies for using the resources. 
2/ 

Management Control "¡ecisionsi-'   establishing procedures to assure the effective 

utilization of resources to accomplish the goals, according to the polioieo. 

Operational (programmed or administrative) Control Decisions? "repetitive and 

routine to the extent that a definite procedure has been worked out for handling 

thera so they don't have to be treated de novo each time they occur"* or, in 

other words, appiioation of the procedures established by management control 

decisions. 

Taoh level prescribes the objectives of, and resources for, the next lower 

level of decision.      Therefore, although "systems analysis" refers primarily 

to the analysis that supports strategic planning decisions, the analysis 

must be concerned with all levels of decisions since they are highly dependent. 

\f%tf Robert II. Anthony, Planning and Control ", 
Boston, Harvard University, Graduate    ohoo 
1965, PP. 15-18. 

ystems} 
SSWeieMHMMM 

iO 1  of WIS 
A iYaroework for Analysis. 
iness Administration 

¿/ Herbert A. Linton, The ìJew '•»ciance of Management Decision, New York, Harper 
and Row Publishers, Ino., 1^0, pp. 5-6. 



Proper interaction between the decision level? is the function of the information 

system. stated in other terms, the information system satisfies the information 

needs of each decision level by transferring information between the levels. 

strategic decisions are those one-of-a-kind decisions which commit capital 

resources.  Canee projects are also one-of-a-kind operations, there is a 

natural relationship between systems analysis and project decisions.  /or example,; 

the decisions concerning what project to undertake, where to locate it, how 

large to construct it are all strategic decisions. ' 

rbcampleß of a management control decision concerned with projects are those 

which define the type and form of project control systems to be used. Therefore, 

the selection of a precedence network for control purposes is a management 

control decision as are the decisions concerning how often reporting shall be 

done and how delays on the critical path shall be treated. 

Operational control decisions are those concerned with gathering and 

reporting the information required to use the precedence network format. 

Another way of describing systems analysis as used in this dooument is 

from an operational view, that is, what does one do to perform systems analysis. 

Wem  this viewpoint, sy tern* analysis consists of two tasks:- 

1. A search to identify the significant variables and their interaction 

in decision problems, considering neither so narrow a scope as to 

exclude critical relationships nor so broad a scope as to render the 

problem unmanageably complex. 

2. A systematic search for alternative designs and an explicit oompare.cive 

evaluation of these designs. 

Because of the limited scope of this study, the focus is on the definition of the 

variables and the scope (task 1) leav ng the »ore detailed design for subsequent 

work. 



In the design of an information system,   the scope includes such considerations 

as which users to include and which of their functions are to be supported.        If 

the needs of an important user are omitted,  tha rystern .nay not be useful and 

may not be accepted.      On the other hand»  if the needs of all persona who may 

have a need for project information are considered, the design problem may become 

very complex and the operational cost of the system may be higher thon can be 

justified.      The design also includes -/hioh parameters describing the quality 

and quantity of information should be included. 

The two previously described tasks of systems analysis can be further brake« 

down into a number of functions as shown in ligure 2.1.       [lie flow chart «ay 

seem to imply that, the functions must be performed sequentially,      fhat ia net 

the ^se and the functions are typically performed by shifting back and forth 

among them.     Here we describe nino functions, although this ia only en« of 

many compatible and possible v. awe of systems analysis. 

Goal Definition 

The first function ia to define goals, whiofa art oft« <m«m»tiw statuente 

containing internal conflicts.      For example,  to statt that til« f,»oal of projeet 

implementation is to "compiate th« project at minimum c st and aa rapidly as 

possible" does not provide the information needed to deoid* hon to usa additional 

resources (and higher costs) to reduce elapsed time and vioe-versa. 

Tüach goal usually implies a number of sub-goals which, in turn, may be 

further broken down.      To be useful, this prooess of analysis oust eventually 

lead to statements which oan be used to guide operational decisions and te me teure 

the project's effectiveness.     (The decomposition of goals is described in 

Hection 3.1). 

In information systems design for development projects, goal definition ia 

especially important since the project may have aooial objectives which are 

equally as important as the finanoial ones. 
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coping the Study 

Together with the process cf goal specification,  it is necessary to determine 

what are and what are not accepted Means of accomplishing goals and then classify 

these means into related arean for 9" -" /-ir  x":rpojes.      Specifying these areas 

of concern (called decision areas)  is called scoping the decision.    In short,  the 

acope defines what íB considered and what XJ not considered for the purpose of 

analysis.      In the design of an information system for project planning sud 

control, specification of wlicse goals defines much of the scope of the problem. 

i-'or example,  the management  of the project has very different information needs 

from the investors. 

In a different oontext,  the design of a transport system to support industry 

in » region of a country, say northeast Brasil, would vary depending m whether 

the scope included manufacturing for export or net. 

Objectives of the Sirs tesa 

Given a knowledge of the goals and the real» of operations, the next tassi 

in système analysis is to specify the oasis for allocating rts«*roos and 

for measuring the effectiveness of alternativo allocations.     For «xample, the 

goal of an industrial project may be to increase employment.      Aie must be 

translated to numerical terms whiuh oan be measured to determine the sucoesa of 

the project.     This may noe be just the jobs provided in the plant since the project 

may both induce employment and eliminate jobs in other industries. 

Rather than general statjments „•—L a** "inorease employment", etc, a 

specific statement of goals, called objective« is needed. Objectivas «• 

often quantitative.     The milestone dates and eosta in a vm network ara 

objectives. 

The Conceptual 1 Tame work 

In order to compramene a system of the complexity of information needs la 

projects, we need to describe a framework for thinking and communicating about 

it.      We call euch an abstraction a conceptual framework.   The conceptual 

framework is usually an abstraction which allows us to divide the problem into 

a number of smaller parts amenable to analysis in such a way that when the 

parta are reassembled, we have % valid analysis of the total system. The 



devolopmonl of the conceptual  fraMCor1:  i •• eie el/ rei 'tod   to  scoping the problem 

because limitation:, oi our ability to none mtualize   ihr. prodieri ma/ afiect the 

L'.cope thr.t r.rai hn  induced i.i our nnal^i-.        n o ca^in^.ti on  of  the organizational 

structure and the  information flow art   ¿wo promiruiv conceptualizations for 

project information rystem design.      A  piecadence network,   as  in P">'F,   is 

another.      Â commonly used mac r o-aeon orni c conceptuel modsi.,   io  the keontief 

input ''output model. 

Analyste i.odels 

Having abstracted the ao-call«äd real world with the conceptual framework, 

we can now prescribe the means of analyst:; which guide decisions on how beet to 

meet the goals.      We call tho ,.ieans or analysis analysis models,  although they 

may as well be called computational or decision models.      'ihe analysis model 

is a more highly structured or detailed conceptual model.      They must be 

compatible and their difference is one of degree rather than of kind.      'Rie 

primary content of analysis models are rules prescribing manipulation and 

computation of data.      The co* putational procedures for finding the critical 

path in a precedence network in an analysis model for project planning.     A oost 

accounting system with definitions of cost rtandards and variances is an analysis 

model for project control.      Sometimes analysis models are optimization models. 

One such useful model is the 0ir,ipl3x method for solving linear programming 

problem». 

weacurement I odele 

rhe success of any analysis ultimately depends on the quality of the data 

or information used.      Thererore, the systems analysis methodology must include 

the means of obtaining valid data;    we call these methods measurement modele. 

These models are a main component of the information system which defines the 

flow of data from the operating system to the analysis model (from the real 

to the abstract).      The analysis model and the measurement model are often 

integrated, although they may be separate.      hany of the most useful measurement 

models are taken from the discipline called statistics.      Sampling procedures, 

estimation or prediction and regression analysis are commonly used measurement 

techniques. 
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Comparison of the Conceptual i-frameworkt   the ."jialysia and the ueasurement 
¡;odels 

Three models which are included in systems analysis have been described. 

Phe following summary defines their differences:- 

Conceptual iiOdels - define the general structure of the model used in 

analysis;    e.g.,  as a network model. 

Analysis tiodels - define the computational procedures used in the 

analysis,  e.g.,  the means of computing the critical path. 

measurement uodela - define the means of obtaining data for the 

analysis models, e.g., how often progress information will be 

assessed. 

Testing the models 

Given this structure for obtaining and analysing data, we must then be »ble 

to test the modelied^nnvironment of information Systems to see if it is an 

accurate representation of the real world.      This might be don« over a period 

of time by comparing actual outcomes to projected outcomes.      Before experience 

with the models is available, we o an test them on historical data or rely uf on 

the judgement and intuition of the operating personnel to see if projected 

results are logical and whether or not all factors have been included in a 

logical way. 

Alternative Generation 

After defining acceptable modele, they are used to evaluate alternative 

information systems.      Alternatives are defined in terms of alternative levels 

of system parameters.    In figure 2.1 we see the interaotion of the decision- 

maker and the model.      He observes the results of analysis and postulate» new 

alternatives to be tested.     The ability to generate imaginative alternative«* 

and evaluate them is one distinguishing feature of effective analysis.   Before 

the t irmalization of systems analysis and computerized modelling, planning was 

often performed by describing one feasible plan, rather than searching among 

a large number of plans for one which best meet the goals. 
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Implementing the Decision 

The last step in systems analysis is to implement  the decision resulting 

from analysis.      There are a number of models which  aid implementation.     PEUT 

is one such model that is commonly used.     In the long run,   implementation 

will affect goals and other elements in the problem structuring since projects 

teach participants what is feasible and effective as new programmes are 

installed.      Hence,   Igure  2.1 shows the feedback of  implementation by dotted 

lines.      Hastening this feedback can be planned through experimentation. 

Cample of the Application of the ^teps 

This brief description of systems analysis has been included to set the 

stag« for the subsequent investigation of project information systems.      Before 

this is done, an hypothetical application of the steps to industrial project 

selection in developing countries is given.     This example is totally 

hypothetical and may or may not apply to any real situation. 

r. JkkPi/n ANALYSIS 

GcaXa Selection of a set cf industrial projects to inoreaae 

employment in the ..ortheast region of Brazil. 

Viewpoint:    ííortheast Brazilians, excluding immigration. 

Time Horizon:    10 years from initiation. 

uaximiae the numbers of persons employed in various 

vocations. 

Conceptual Framework     A linecr objeotive function and linear constraints on 

the training budget, the demand for persons in the 

various vocations from a manpower input'output desoriptior 

Any method of solving a linear programming problem. 

Hample existing industries to determine costs and 

manpower requirements. 

Compare the results of the model simulating 10 years 

in the past to actual data. 

So© 

Objective function 

Analysis nodel 

Measurement Model 

Testing 
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,he £2¿£?Ü :i'.Ü£2  Df  -^«rating entities  is eslied  ;oaÌ3.      Gcais are 

the ultimate guide  to arsle^tion of l'ustiona  und opera»a.g philosophy of 

the organ iz at i en        Tie mcjt elemental mirror nf the goals  is the decisions 

that are made at mil ."evel.:   throujrtjout  the organisti m.       focusing on decisions 

provides a means of exwcininf-   the organization and of prescribing an information 

system  since  all decisions i«:uire information,       therefore,   this study will 

examine the goals ma decisione  to ce made by  *ach organizational entity in the 

project environment. 

The relationship of goals and decisions can te seen raore clearly by 

conceiving of a project as consisting of four component«; 

1. a goals structure, 

2. a set of function? , 

3. an organisation structure, and 

4. decisions. 

These component« are related in the following way?    organizational units 

perfori» functions which achieve goals.      The procesa of selecting function« and 

«electing how they will V.« performed in called deei«ion-making. 

3.1.1    Goals or organisation I'tnicture 

fha relationship of the first three of theae ooaponenta ia Bhown 

schematically in rigure 3.1.      ma primary goals imply a nuaher of aub- 

goale léiich,  in turn»  isiply a nussber of objectivée whoa« achievement can 

ha measured.      Althotjgh »a will often speak of Meeting goals and sub-goals," 

we use the expression a« a short way of saying'Meeting goals and «ub-goala 

am meaaurad hy objectives". 

On« function «ay serve more than one eub-goal and one sub-goal may be 

served by several functioaa.      "Ach function may be the rasponaibility of 

one or mere administrative units,  and each unit nay perfora portions of 

more than one function.      These relations are indicated by dotted lines. 

igher levels  in the administrative organization have increasingly higher 

levels of concern in the goals structure.       ha top executives are concerned 
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with achieving the overall goals while each administrative unit strives 

to achieve a nub-Bet of the  objectives. 

information flow within an organization can be looked at  in two way a: 

ft can be viewed as a flow between organizational  levels, as shown in 

'igure 3.2,  or it can be viewed as  information flow between the functions 

of the organization.      ,'he functional view is independent of the orfani »at i on 

structure.      When an organizational flow haa been prescribed,  it necessarily 

also prescribes the assignaient of functions to organizational units. 

3.1.2    Ijcciaions 

Decisions execute functions to meet the organizational goals.    Decisione 

are made on the bee is of information, hence the quality of the information 

system haa a direct effect on goal achievement. 

When prescribed decisione are effectively made and implemented, an 

organization runs well.     '/hen an organisation is not operating well, there 

are several plausible reasons which can be grouped into three catégories: 

a. the deoiaions are not clearly identified (usually because the 

organizational goals have not been clearly defined and the goal- 

achieving decisions have not been allocated to dec i s ion-awkere 

throughout the organization) j 

b. there is not sufficient data and information being provided to 

the decision-maker; 

o.    the decision««aker lacks the computational capacity or the 

analysis know-how, or both (henceforth called processing or 

analysis) to utilize the data in asking effective decisions} 

d.    ether. 

Naturally, other will inolude a multitude of factors ranging fresi political 

to personalities.     For the purposes of this study, whioh focuses en data and 

data processing, it serves to combine these factors in one group.     Though 

the focus of this study is on decisions in categories (b) and (c), no 

amount of attention to them will be successful if the difficulty is because 

of (a) or (d). 
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The location of the decision-making function is shown in the following 

schematic: 

, Performance Processing f Decioicn 
.Jfct*-*j and !    Jafcntfio»,*       raaker 1      Analysis 

I/eciBion for of 
Itiplementation     j    Functien 

This conceptualisât i on also indicates a commonly accepted difference between 

data and information;    the latter being data processed to a for« useable for 

a particular decision."'      The processing varies in degrees of complexity 

from a very simple manipulation or reorganization whioh is typtally called 

data processing» to more advanced computation and optimisation performed 

aooording to a specification called a model.     The distinction between the 

application of modelling and data processing is one of degree, but it is a 

very commonly used distinction. 

A focus on the decisions of those primarily ooneerned with the success ©r 

failure of the project will not reveal all the information that project 

leaders must collect, process and store.      Other information demands are 

imposed by other organisations and external entities by the authority they 

have over the project, either real or de facto.   However, since these other 

levels may require this information for their decisionmaking purposes, 

examining the decisions in the entire project environment will reveal all 

information demands on the project information system.      Prom tUe project 

point of view,  these other demands are for "legal" reasons as opposed to 

"decision-making" reasons.     Under the legal classification is included 

information fo*- tó^ounting to higher authorities, e.g., the government 

concerning responsibility granted by them.     Information establishing legal 

1/     This distinction, no doubt, stems from the common definitions which attribute 
to information a factor of intelligence as in Webster*s definitions: 
"Data— factual material used as a basis especially for discussion or decision". 
"Information— the communication or reception of knowledge or intelligence". 
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claims  is aise in  thir  grouping.      These two reasons,  though not mutually 

exclusive,   include all motivations for data collection and processing. 

In summary,   thin  stud,/  is concerned with the quality,  quantity, 

collection,  storile and transmittal of information in order to support 

"decisione concerning the analyeie, selection and implementation of projects 

Goals, organizational structure, functions,  and decisions are considered on- 

because they ars «esential to the design of an information system. 

3.2    CU-»POiroT? Ol' TIP U Ü'ÖiATIüN TYSTC. 

k% any ti»« that infornati©« or data is observed,  it will fes in one of | 

three slate« that describe the components of an mforaation system« ] 

».    It will be flowing fresi one organisational unit to another (the ] 

prescript!«» of the flow* is called the reporting syatam); 

b.    Tt will b« m the process of feeing manipulated and altsrsd in a 

number of ways (e.g.,  averaged, normalized, etc.); 

o.    it will be stored (on punched carda,  tapes or on documents in files, 

drawers, etc ». 

i.2,1    Kejiertift^ : ,¥
g*ffip 

The reporting avute® is dependent on the structure of the organisation 

since the flows are to support f unci ione (and decisions) whioh are assigned 

in the organisation.       Tn addition, the reporting system include« the 

following parametern which define   he quality and quantity of informations- 

*•   Quantity;    Breadth—coverage of aspects required!    depth—level of 

detail. 

*• ^ajelinee)». Ime time interval between reporte; the lag between the 

end of collection and the availability to the decision- 

maker, usually the processing and distribution tine. 

**•   £2ELÌ25ìs      lh€ technical levfil relative to the training of the user} 

the presentation—clarity, conciseness and ease of 

comprehension. 

4*    Availability i  rIaae of obtaining both periodic reports and informât ic 

for ad hoc needs. 
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5.    Quality — absence of errors of all kinds. 

These classifications are not necessarily mutually exclusive as means of 

enhancing usefulness.      Por example, quantity may act to compensate for 

quality. 

3.2.2   Processing 

Processing ranges from simple rearranging to use in optimization models 

which search for sub-sete of data with unique characteristics suoh as the 

rate of return of the cash flow associated with a project.      Among the 

funotions included in processing of project information ares- 

Rearranging 

Summarizing 

Computation of 3tatietics 

Intimation 

Optimization 

As stated earlier, higher levels of sophistication in th« proeeeeiitg «e 

called modelling or analysis.   This usually means that tht data Is precesse* 

in a way that simulâtes some process in the real world and allot« for 

projection or prediction of the effects of decisions or action».     Models 

useful in the project framework are critical path methods suoh as TOT-, 

probability or decision trees which map out the various contingent paths 

that the project may take-,   various scheduling methods that describe the 

most effective way of allocating resources in dm*.     The scope of this 

study does not allow more than the mantion of these »odala though they 

comprise a very extensive body of literature classified under the naJtes of 

industrial engineering,^  operations research,»  programs» management, 

production planning and control. 4/ 

1'     Grant, Sugane L., and Ireson, W. Grant, Principles **&&**?&& 
îhe Ronald Press Company, New York, 1964, 4th Edition, uevlsed Printing. 

If     Wagner, Harvey in, Principles of Operations Research, Practice Hall,  Ino., 
Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey, 1969. 
3/      Steiner, George A., and ¡lyan, Willi» 0., Industrial Project hanaganent, 
The hacmillan Company,  New York, I968. 
4/     Buffa, Ellwood S., ¡iodern Production itanagement, 3rd Mition, John Wiley and 
Sons,  Ine, I969. 
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3.2.3    Ctqraftc 

The design and location of storage depots (frequently called "data banks") 

requires a trade-off between the cost of access and the cost of storage. 

Specifically, the location of data banks depends upon several parameters, 

such as proprietary nature of the data,  who must access it most frequently, 

tho trade-off between storage cost and communication costs,   the frequency 

of updating the information,  etc.      Another decision concerning storage 

is the degree of centralization and duplication required of the files. 

These decisions are a question of economic trade-offs including the personnel 

time required during the searching procesa. 

It is common to distinguish becwoen data or information storage and 

document storage.      The difference is that the requestor cari specify the 

precise data aesired in the former while,  in the latter, he must specify 

or select and receive documents or document titles.      An example of the 

dooument system is traditional libraries.      ilard copy document storage it 

relatively inexpensive, but retrieval of specific information is not 

easily done unless one knows the exact document containing the desired 

information.     Computar storage allows rapid response to non-spooifio recatiti 

such as a keyword query system in which the request is stated in iubjeet 

"keywords".     Tor example one might requsat all documents described ^y the 

words:     INDUSTRY,   ¿ItAZIL, CEMEU'f. 
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Í4.0    AL?E*J»TIVT: VIEW? OF TUT,  INFORMAT ION SY"TT.;i 

Il  1     The Organi»»**""*! Vie*? - U3er* aud Their Goa-—• 

Â project  can be thought  of as exiai.ir.ff it the boi to* of a six-level hier- 

archy of functions,    '.'e eli  this Mer, ofay the project environment-     These level. 

are usually not ail in one organisation,  although  it ia conceivable they may be 

¡Consolidated in centrally clanned oconoaie... 

The nominal organization during what we call  the  implementation .tagt il 

«hown in Figure 4-1 «here each box representa a function that exists  in .o*, for« 

in every project environment.    Many deviations from the structure a« shown are 

possible, includine combination of functions both at the same level and at 

adjacent levels.    Function, may have a variety of name, as .hown in Table 4.1. 

The functus and levels are described in the following Motions. 

4.1.1    Level (0 - National Planning 

Ai« function is ««.ally Performed by a fovernmental body and is dosiaa- 

ted by the political philosophy of the ruling group.    The goal of tail 1ml 

i. piwMftlt iaproveaent of the productivity of the .conoay consistent 

with the philosophy.    The philosophy «ill prescribe such .atte« a* tis. 

hori.cn and ownership.    Thir level prescribe, the relative importance of 

industry relative to other sector, of the «coney.    This importance «ill W 

translated into measure, of industrial sector perforaanoe, usually ft*** 

mea^s in aviate ter»..    Tne faction of planning at this level rouira. 

information about the structure A the economy (-bodied in eoonoaetrio 

models) and its level  (aggregate macro-economie aeesures) 

4.1.2   Level (2) - industrial Planning 

The industrial planning level take, the police, of the national 

planning group and translates them into a strategy for indu.triali.atii*, 

Thi. group will generally be concerned with the relative eaphaai. en «t- 

.ectors, although .hi. «ay slao be provide by the national plan.    It. 

responaibilitie. usually extend tc include the prescription of at lea.t 

large industrial project, while «,11 one« may be left to th. discret on of 

an implication ag«icy which receives a certain di.cretionary budget for 

that purpoae.    Thi. level», achievement, will be asamirad Vf *• «•"« ef 

studia, identifying potential  industrial productivity generated. 
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Table 4.1 ample Alternative entity wames 

ATIONAL PLAMIWG ^TITY 

ùinistry of Planning 

NDUTUAL ?LAWïlINO ^ITITY 

Ministry of Industry 

Regional Development Corporation 

>^BT VIWAJCnii 

Central Bank 

Comnarcial Bank 

Industrial Bank 

International DsvalopiMßt fltak 
Intar-Aasrioan DairalopWBit Bank 
Internati onal flank for aeoenitmotion and Btvalop»ent 

International Development Institution 

ÌUITY i-'IiiAUCIM 
International, ¡lot-for-prefit Pinaneiii« Institution (•.«•• Internati©»*! 

l'inane Corporati«!, m «quity investment affili**« of the WorM mk) 

International ^ity Institution (e.g., ABEU, » privata equity oerpowrtien 

investing in Latin A«*ria*) 
National   financing Institution Optional naneier* - Memioe) 

itookholders 

Board of Mreotors 
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The information needed for this function is that describing the structure 

and content of the industrial sector. 

This level may also be responsible for promoting domestic industrial 

investments to foreign capital investors. This promotion may be done 

either through a foreign relations entity or directly. 

4.1.3 Level (3) - Implementation Spectators 

The third contains all entities having functions related to project 

implementation but not directly responsible for the control of implementation. 

Ve call this group spectators because like sporting event spectators they 

do not call the plays directly but rather express their interest and exert 

their influx e in indirect ways much as spectators do by cheering or 

applauding. 

The entities of this level vary considerably in goals including suoli 

dissimilar organizations as banks and looal governments. For reasons of 

this variety, the level will be sub-divided for disoussion purposes. 

Debt Financier 

Essentially, the lender is interested in a »payback" measure, where 

payback, in the language of engineering economics, is the time it takes a 

project to repay the capital investment. The lender is interested in the 

time to repay the loan and, in fact, the loan contract will specify sueh a 

payback schedule. Much of an unscheduled nature can happen at the project 

level and not threaten the ability to paybaok, therefore the degree of 

interest of the lenders in the project is dependent on the status of the 

implementing organization relative to the project. The following are the 

possible cases; 

a. The implementing organization does not have its own capital 

to undertake the project, but could probably repay the loan 

from profits from other operations (we call this case an 

expansion project)¡ 

b. The project is so large that it dominates the implementing 

organization, i.e., the project's failure would threaten 

the organization^ viability (which we call a risk project)} 
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c.  The project is the basis of a new implementing organization 

which will produce and sell whatever the factory produces 

(a case called an innovative project). 

In caee a., the lender may have little interest in the project's progrès 

nerjo, and may «i.h only to track the general financial condition of the 

implementing organization through their periodic financial statements. 

In the risk and innovative project cases, the Under may be interested 

in the time and cost schedule and in any major events or discoveries that 

threaten the viability of th* factory's operation  He is interested in 

time lags only if thev portend inability to meet the first repayment date. 

He is more directly interested in the cost schedule if there is not sufficient 

financing to allow for overruns. In the case of a discovery or occurences 

which threaten the viability of the project, he wish« to know immediately 

in order to take action to preserve the value of the asset, in th. project. 

In mmmry, the lender rehire, a small sub-set of th. inflation that 

must flow in the project environment, hence, hi. -«d. can be twily ••* **d 

do not impo.« n« requirement». 

equity Financier 

The divi.ion of project, into expansion, risk and innovativ, i. rei.*** 

as well to the equity inv.tor. Hi. authority to «erci.e direct corrective 

action may b. con.tr.ined to action through th. Board of Director.. Oft«, 

inve.tors will contract to a..ure rePre.entation on the Board even if their 

equity .hare doe. not »m*.  th« an elected r.pr...»tatio». Other common 

contractual terms allow the* to achieve repre.entation or take control of the 

Board if certain raile.tone. aro not met. 

Generally, the investor is interested in profitability, typically, 

we do not think of an indu.trial project as being profitable only «ince 

it repre.ent. the capital invtment cost while the return is earned by the 

operation of the factory. However, if the inv.stm.nt is greater than antici- 

pated, the return on investment of the operating factory will be lower than 

anticipated. In some case., th. project itself will be profitable i» a 

direct sense as when it i. undertaken on a fixed price contract to create 

an end item. In either event, the time and cost progr... of 
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the project both affect the profitability of the factory's operations. 

Unless the investors have contractual rights to affect the progress 

of the project,  it is not effective to provide more information than is 

legally required by the investment contract or by public law with regard 

to stockholders. 

Pro.iect Implementation Agency 

In a planned economy, the project implamentation agency may have 

direct ultimate authority for the project and will act as the entrepreneur. 

They will perhaps allocate authority to a Board of Directors. 

The more general case is if the governmental implementation agency has 

no direct authority.    In this case, their concern is that the project 

succeed for the economic benefits it will bring.    To this end, they «ay have 

some prescribed resources they can bring to bear to encourage euoeeee. 

Typically, these resources will be ones that we have already included in 

our system (Pig. 4.1)*    i»«.f teohnical assistance or financio«. 

Another function the implementation agency may perform is to assist 

in the identification and cultivation of a foreign market for the itm 

produced and in the solicitation of foreign investment for the production 

phase.    This may be done through an organisation which is especially 

chartered for liaison in foreign matters such as an industrial promotion 

organization or a commercial section of a Foreign Relations Winittry. 

To perform most of their goals, the implementation ageuuy  probably wishc 

to know general   progress of the project and to reoeive exception reports 

when   there are significant problems. 

Teohnical Assistance 

The technical assistance agency has no interest in the project until it 

is requested to provide assistance, at which time its interest i« very 

specific depending on the help requested.    Such a request may cos» to tht 

technical assistance agency directly from the project management or through 

the project implementation agency. 
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Much of the technical assistance requested will be for very specific 

technical problems, but it may alse be io-  renerai management trouble 

shooting. In the latter, the person providing technical assistance puts 

himself in the project manager's position and raceives that information. 

In the case of technical assistance on particular details, the technical 

assistant stands in the place of whatever technician has responsibility for 

that function. Therefore, the technical assistance function creates no 

new information needs. 

Naturally technical assistance may be offered to other entitle« in the 

project environment but for purposes of simplification ^hes« interactions 

can be ignored in this study. 

Local Civil Authority 

The local civil authority (such as city or town governmental «tfencies) 

is legally responsible for swing that the projsct conforms to th« appro- 

priate regulations of the legni political jurisdiction, this includes 

matters such as conformance to soning regulations» payment of taxes, et«. 

The local authority typically i'> interested in the success of th« nrojset so 

that it creates n«w jobs, generate« taxes and purchasing pons* which help« 

the local eoonomy. 

Except to eh«ck conformance to law and custom, the loesl authority has 

no other legal "ri«ht to hnow". The information provided to th« local 

authority, th«n, will be primarily that required by law. Legal information 

«ill uiAkilly include the original ?«?»«* •«t ion plans, subsequent modifica- 

tions, manpower lev«l», and th« value of computed work. Thar« seem« to ss 

no reason for the project «ntr«pr«n«ur to previd« mor« of a progress report 

exoept for v«ry hifhly summarised status reports and eth«r storie« thai have 

public relations value. 

Local Population 

Communication to th« local population through th« usuai umm vshlclss 

ha« several motivations. First, th# local eitisenry, presumably» haw 

approval authority through their representative» in the local civil 

authority. It is important, thon, that they be well informed on th« 

project so that no misunderstandings arise concerning the project which 
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could lead to withdrawal of local approval. While it might be argued that 

idealistically the local authority has responsibility for conveying this 

information, they typically do p.  poor job and should not be relied upon. 

Moreover, the concern of the populace will supercede the legal constraints 

on the project. Anything that pollutes or disrupts tho environment will be 

of concern to the populace. However, there aro always benefits to compensate 

for these intangible costs. Both sides should be presented to the populace 

in an objective fashion, typically, tin project entrepreneur presents a one- 

sided story concerning the project stressing benefits and not problems such 

as congestion or pollution. This balance is a matter of subjective taste 

and as such will not be considered further here. 

Secondly, the project may wish to draw from the local labour supply 

both in tho project phase and during production. Therefore, ooramunieatiBg 

this fact and the characteristics of the project is important. 

4.1.4 Level (4) - Entrepreneur 

The entrepreneur is the name given to whatever person or organisation 

¡»«•forms the function of bringing together all of the factors required 

to create a project. The entrepreneur is the risk-taker, the creative 

©lernen , and the one who reaps the inn's share of suooess - or failure. 

Moat often, the entrepreneur holds an equity share of the project. 

Any of tho functions shown in our idealized project environment oan 

be combined wi1h the entrepreneurship function, or the entrepreneur may be 

a totally different entity. In any event, he will, most likely, have 

ultimate control of, and responsibility for, the project. 

In a corporate structure, this level is most likely exercised through 

a Board of Directors on which the entrepreneur is dominant or is strongly 

represented. Naturally, others may be represented on the Board from other 

levels. In fact, the Board may be the centre for communications among the 

various levels of the environment. 

The entrepreneur is ultimately concerned with the profitability of 

the project - a concern he shares with the equity investors. However, 

his concern for profitability is ¡core direct and he exercises control to 

assure profitability. Therefore, during the project stage, he is interested 
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in time and cost progress and major impediments or unexpected occurences 

which drastically alter plans. He will not exercise direct action to catch 

up to schedule, but will exeroise control through the project manager. 

Since his control is not exercised on a day-to-day basis, the entre- 

preneur wishes to know only the deviations from project status or deviations 

from other estimates oonoerning all aapeots of project plans. He will use 

this information to deoide to apply more resource« to obtain problem 

solutions. One possible resource is to oall for technical assistance, the 

ultimate action the entrepreneur can take, short of terminating the estire 

project, Is to replace his projeot management. 

4.1.5 Uvei (*)   Management 

generai Management. Although this study 1« sot directly ooooemed 

with general management of the organisation whioh »111 have on-going 

responsibility for the finished feo tory, we briefly consider It beemume It 

most probably interacte with projeot management. 

Soring the time of projeot implementation, the general manages 

have responsibility for specification of systems and procedures, a 

ment Information and control system and other aspeóte of the continuing 

organisation, fhese responsibilities may also inolude reoruiting and 

training of employees, negotiating with government bodies an« usions, an« 

advanced marketing. 

Some of those functions nay Internet with the project, sues as training 

whioh must be done on installs« equipment. Moreover, changes may be 

plated during the project whioh will affsot the continuing organisation 

its management system. Therefore, the general manager needs to be kept 

informed on general progress of the projeot an« of design changes. 

*"l^t%iffflint- «• *•*"* -**** *• *•lmMt u"rt •** 
overall responsibility for mil aspeóte of the projeot. Is the infe 

system he Is the switohing point between all but the most teohnioel 

engineering «stall of the projeot an« other levels of the environnent 

needing to know more generally how the projeot is progressing. He is 

responsibls for bringing together on a timely basis all the various estltltes 

supplying services to the projeot. 

itlsa 
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Firmnci.nl  ind renerai accounting control is also the responsibility 

of the project mamgor.    Ho ia tnc leVo1 responsible for assuring a corres- 

pondence between the actual physical-financial status and the information 

reporting on the status. 

Specifically, the project manager musts 

Schedule the use of all resources (men, capital, Material, 
machinery), 

Predict and adjust the schedule bated on: 

design changes 
fnetor price changes 
progress 
delays 
other contingencies 

Predi et f ortheeming problemi 

4.1.«   Level U) Projeet Operation» 

All levels below th« project manager have a need fer specifio and 

detailed information rather than comprehensive information. Moreover, 

they all derive their authority frost the project manager and typically 

receive a sub-set of hit information. 

fhey are, moreover, the source point fer much of the dgta that feede 

iato the infornati on system.   The validation of the data is th« responsibil 

of project management. 

The components of the inferi it i on system at the sub-project 

level arej 

Accounting System 

Project Task nohodulirw» and Control 

Cost Control 

Cost Accounting 
Materials Pricing 

Inventory Ordering and Control 

Manpower and Hosourco Scheduling 

Quality Control 
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4.1.7 Type of Information Used. 

Combining all the needs of each user allows the oreation of a let of 

classes of information used in the project environment. Suoh a system is 

shown in Table 4-2. The policy section contains the plans created by three 

levels of government bodies - national, regional and sectoral. The second 

general olass contains data describing the world economic situation and the 

total economy of the country. This includes suoh things as production, 

consumption, import, resource prices, etc. The third set is local eoonomio 

data that determines the specific operating invironment of the prospective 

project. The fourth set is that generated by and describing ths project 

itself. The final sot is operational data generated by the projeot «Asa 

and if it becomes a producing entity. 

4.1.3 Information Flow and Standards 

Generally, the information becomes mors condensed sad less detailed 

as it moves up in the projeot environment. A schematio rendering of upward 

flow is shown in Figure 4.2. Time and oost information is shown as having 

four components - summarised, reported by resources, reportod by tasks, 

and the standards of performanee. As information moves from the projeot, 

representing the lowest level of the organisation structure, to the central 

planning agenoy, the highest level, the flow lines beoome narrower, 

indicating summarisation. At some points, classes of information are trun- 

oated indicating that the information has no value to higher levels. Ais 

is the oase of engineering design details whioh do not go up to the projeot 

management, and time and oost information whioh goes beyond tits finanoing 

level only as summaries. 

To some extent, the type of information that moves is a funotion of 

the projeot type§ however, ther are general classes. The time progress 

and financial data are general while the engineering and other problems sad 

exceptions are peculiar to individual projects. To be useful, the informa- 

tion must be oonveyed with standards of performance, either industry 

standards or internal projeot objectives used as standards. The relation- 

ship of standards and the information systems deserves additional discussion. 
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•i'atle 4.2.      Classes of Information Needs 

POLICY INPOH..ÌATION 

National Plan 
Regional Plan 
Industrial Sector Plan 

CHÎ13ÏAL DATA 

Production 
Imports 
Consumption 
Ti. tory 
Resource Availability 
.'actor Prices 
Alterative Technology Cosfficiwts 
Labour Productivity 
Industry Standards 

LOCAL DATA 

llarket Data 
Regulations, Codes 
Faeter Pries» 
resource Availability 
Labour Availability 
Profitability 

PHOÍ^JCT T)ATA 

Milestones 
Cost« 
Technical Fata 

OFfSiATXONAL tiAWAOWSÏT BATA 

Produotton 
lìesourc« Levai 
Incoine and Costs 



•NATIONAL 
PLANNING 

INDUSTRI* 
PLANNING 

LOCAL 
AUTHORITY 

OTHER PROGRAMS 

OTHtR PROJCCTS 

TIME rwniNtr»iNG 

BOARD Of 
ülftfCTOW 

PROJECT 
NMMGER 

•arar 
PHOBIC*« * 
EXCEPTIO»!". 

FIqurm 4,2      Scherniti'-,  o* UpwiM 
ir,   ft.« Protect   L'nvtr crime ri 

Flo« of   IMornmtion 
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The basis of any evaluative system ia n set of stanuards agam.t 

which n w inf rmation progress can be compared.     In fact,  any information 

.y.tem is useful only when such standards exist, but they often exist   n 

.he .inda of the receiver;    henc, do not need  to be transm tted.    In the 

case of project informata systems,  they tyoioallj do need to be tran.- 

«itted sine, a project by its inherent nature i. a nonstandard activity. 

The standards applicable to project planning and control fall into 

two claws..    First are standards derived fro* xndustry-wido exparianee, 

M for example, construction times and costs for component pati, and 

op ratine profits a* a percentage of sales.    T*e other cla.. axe these 

.tandard. internally generated which may, in turn, be owed on iaduatry 

.tandard..    They might also be called planning targets.    The priW 

exmplo of the.« i. the PERT »ilaatone which i. the boat e.tiaate of 

parfortaanee baaed on experience. 

ft« next queaUon is how «hail progre.a oa compared to the ataadar*.. 

Although thore »ay exist a »umbar of way. to conceptual!*« coat and ti»* 

atandarda, the two ways that have been used auoces.fully aro the Oantt 

Chart and precedence network method, weh aa P3».    The Gantt Chart ia, 

in e..ence, a one dimensional graph which plot. tat*. « a fuaetioa of 

Urn.    The P3?P Chart sacrifices the plot against the ti** di«a«aioa to 

.ho* the precedence relationship of tasks.    To some extant,  the ti»a 

di.Wi.ion. can .till be included though it Biay result in clunay app* J*«* 

SWUM.    As the heart of m information .ystem for project eoatrol, ~ 

«ugg..t a combination of the two ideas, i.e., a PUS Chart on «hich 

towards goal, ia •»<*• *• **• on the Uaki'    **"»** that @mh UBk ** 
graduated by perçantes and the bar shows the acco»piish««t in par- 

entage te.«.    Tha node, would contain both a coat »«fear for tha 1UÄ aa 

well as a date of completion.    Sun0ri.p0.ing both eoat parcantaga and tia* 

pereeatage on the mam graph would show the ralationahip botweaa tha two. 
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â.2   The Time Stage View 

4-2.1    Introduction 

Many writings on project anrlysis and control have defined time 

•tage» of a project.-!' p0r our uee in information «yeten design, eaoh 

different stage should require unique information, for if it does not, no 

stage distinction need be made. 

Given this criteria, the stages considered here are as shown in 

Table 4.5 together with the essential decision to be made. 

Me are now in a position to aiely*» information needs frost the oom- 

bined viewpoint of users and their goals according to ths time etag«s. 

These needs sre expressed in tabular few in Table 4-4.   *** <w*pl»t«ate«t 

*« also include in the sajse format (Table 4-5) *»• fermati« generated 

and fed into the information environnent by «moh user at en«* tin* P«*««. 

These tables »mould be self-explanatory. 

tie previously described organisation levels i» the projmet -euvifemawt 

(Figure 4.1).   This was dome primarily from ime impimswitatio« poi»* #f 

view.   From Table 4.4 it earn be sees that there is a greet diffsrm»©« *» 

needs between the analysis «tage and the implementation and operati«« ittlti. 

This can farther be seen by reconstruction of the flow line« of Figure 4.1 

for the analysis stage which is dene in Figure 4.3.   no* iimss hrnro 

primarily represent the gathering of information by the teard of Mreotort 

who will decide whether or not to undertake the project. 

1/ The t» MMwal on leonemio Development Pro jeetm, (p. ?) liti« 

a. Selection .«._**.      - 
b. Prelimiiiarf Project» to Justify Parthmr Invests»»*» 
o. Preliminary Project« to Betermia» Pr»fmr*»*» 
d. Allocation Between Projects 
e. Preparation of Final Projoots 
f. Install lew Productive Units 
g. Production 

The m air Force uses the following definition; 

a. Conceptual Phase 
b. Definition Phase 
c. Acquisition Phase 
d. Operational Phase 

the following stegesi 
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Table 4.3    PlîOJTCT Tfcrô STAATS 

Identification and election 

- Oppurtunity Definition 

- Pre-r,sasibiHty ntudies 

- feasibility Studies (»ay be on« 
or more) 

FKISIOH amurra) 

Palact li»t of candidate« 

Fide best candidates 

Select project or project« for 
implementation 

*   Implementation 

- Implementation Programme 

- Survey Resources 

• Ätineerln« Daalgn 

- Obtain tAd Analyta ¿i&* 
- Construction and Installât ion 

- Organization and aanagemtnt 
SyateM Design 

Oaleet plan, schedule, ate. 

'.elect resource «ource 

Geleot design 

Uelect contractor 

Control 

Seiect design 

•   Operations 

« Operation 

• Post-Audit 

Control 
better design of futura projects 
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4.3   Data Bide 

There are a number of possible data bank, rehired in the project environ- 

nât,    ftw are «hown in Figure 4-4 which i. «tallar     to Figure 4.1 o*c«pt 

that the data bank« are inol uled and the line, of con-unicntion and authority 

are excluded.    Th« «olid line« that retmin define which orfanieational entity 

i. fuardian of th« data bank.   Where th.ro are »or. than line«, r..pon«ibiiity 

i. vetted in «itb« of th. two «ititi«..    Th« dott«d flow line, indicate that 

data fro» «o«, bank. *• iwlud* *• «u«»nry for« in eth.r banks. 

The «o.t fonerai kind of data, which »»lit. to all oountri.., would 

illude indu.trial .tandard. for varicm. catagori«. of indu«try.    T«cb»olofy 

eWfioi«*. a. «.11 a« oct data fall in tbi. oat««ery though obvioualy both 

would be »odifi«* ***** ** • partieular country,   ft. data i. «o«t lofioally 

to«, by a d«ir«lofWMit ori«ted inUmational orfamiaati« w*h m WO.   In 

fact, tai. «*ti*ity baa be« ****** by WO in th. fo» of ttoir P**til* 

of «anifaotoriiif ••UblUbMnt«.-*' 

The next data bank contain« data ooacerninf the total eoonony, 

haw call«* t****l data.   Th. fna**ia« of tbi« data »ay b. tb. arttaMl 

planning entity. 

The aggregate of all indnttrial dwlo«-«it .«• jtota i« tb« oowitfy ta 

th. content of tb« n«*t data bank, whtah i. .»tatata* by tb. tatt»«trlal 

planne «tity.    ta «Mition, tbi. data bank «ay oantata ***** tafowatio» 

pertainin« mwMmûm* to tb. tadwtMai -«tor define upoc *.th«r or not 

thi. iafofatta« 1. taotad* in 9m owll ¿ktiomal economie data bank. 

dottor ktaâ of data bank i. tbat available t« tb« t»ohntaal ae.i.tanoe 

«tity whtab «tata. tb. 9m*f ****** i* «« ".tata**..    * **• 

.0-OalUd »*** «*• »** •*• "**** * «^ m%ì%im ******* *!á 

m^*m*%.   W*m* tilery i. **. * l— ****** ***• *<**«*** 
boundarta«, tbi« data bank «noni* al«, b. «atatata»* by an tatarnatta»** 

\J   United Ution., Profil- of M«a»f«filM£ t Volume I and IX 
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íI   Mr   to all  entities.    Such a data Dank should also 
organisation, but made available to all  entix „nnrooriate publica- 

vMin^rhiol data bank containing references to appropriate p 
contain a bibliographical caia 

tione. 
,      ,  - *n bank is next containing the information pertaining to 

T„e local data bank  is *.*        fflai„tained by an implantation 
particular industrial s tee.    -in«. "^  - ^er   

agency or by the local civil authority. 

,he final data ba*< contain, preset information which i. *. ^^ 

of J entrepreneur or the projet ^er.    It is useful in »•£** 
ox  in«  w«.    r   h ^ eagny re- 

,   j    « „»nwi nf all decisions maae so m»*  <•"«»• 

4.4   .^.T•. °f an»-'"»- *«•«-»"•» »"*» 

M t..«« «•** i» *»*> - -•^ «ïperi,ince :: ; ""il" t„ , j *^ -oav ripien changes that compensate ror 
d.fiolenci.. in previou, de.isno and to «* i»«»      «* 

«... dofioi.nci».    Ihi. P•edur« k» *« f-«l<«* ^     ' * ^ ^ 

JZr, it «ill »fft« « ^ «" "" rf «" *«"*~i" *»* *" 
„oogBil.4 «a formulate the», in variou. cl«».. 

n» rt«tft«u« .*.<« f« "»«« *• •
h0'm in TaW" 4'6-  w 

U . recntiy **»— .urvey of World Bon, project., Hto-Wfi- » 

„«ber of probi», due to lack of information. 

O« i- * *—li .IP nnd Paper «ill U «U« -*- •-^ *£ 
,   >, .h«o  Hc«ver. a. soon a. the mill tócame operation,!, to. 

pulp ~* P.P« f«" *«*>"•    *•WT' ^„^ „»..„i..    ft. 
,_   w— t,„•„ to flowr and dio, ronden« the mill » raw •«'«'» 

n—». «7' -~ »     B^f ianMt dMtroytó the projet.   Additici». 

rrihL:rioLrooe,in6 «—- « - --=- 
-, •        n^t-nt    which i« due bcth to the composition of the bamboo 

the high silicon content, wnicn is 

, ^      „„ .v,t P«thc«n fi-; Porm, Harvard University, 
1/      Alexander. Christopher,  ft^ on  the - fntlw       . 

/      lfR'v,    r    4lb »rt  -   ,  n,v,q&-mcnt Promote Of erved,  ihe Brcokin«. 2/       Hirechman, Alt^rx  -. - , .„-ir*-m. ——-      »fa- 
Institution,   1967. 
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Table 4.6    CAUOT" OF rUV. AND COÏT MC^A' 

pnOCUTilNG TftUIR^IT 
. Vendor capacity limitations (when vendor is selected for 

cost reasons) 
. Leck of foreign exohangt 

CHANGE 0" ORIOÏriAl PLAitt 

. Changes in equipment specifications 
'. Chances in capacity 
. Inadequate pre-deeign studies 

K3HOHÍ3 IN PLANNING 

. ßids outside limits 

, Uo*k«r training 

COHTíláCWi IMíWI« AMD INKPFICIBICt 

. Unrealistic soheduls* 

. firrenseus productivity «timiM 
". Lack of controls 

KJRWÏWABW! JKTTMIAL CAUSES 
international lending organisions« prooml* ti«» 
Cuetoms delays 
Iteeting contingent terms of loams 
Climatic conditions „.v.-«-.* ne*oti»ti©fi 
Inflation or devaluation and subs*t*«®* n«f©w•<»» 

PROBABILISTIC IKTMAL CAUffflQ 

. CliMtio conditions 
, Strikes 
. Accidents 

- Damaged shipments 
- Lost shipments 

roaTSRTSffJLBLB IHT^iUàL CAUSES 

. Diffusion of authority 

. Owner interference 
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and contamination during travel to the plant.    Both of these can be attributed 

to lack cf investigation of the raw material. 

In addition, he talkB  about other uncertainties,  which are, in fact,  lacks 

of inferriti«».    There are political uncertainties, technological uncertainties, 

uncertainties in demand, uncertainties in finance, etc. 

It is interesting to note that Hirschman develops an argument for lack of 

information in the project analysis phase    The essence of this view is 

expressed in the following quotes: 

«Hence, the only wav in which we can bring our creative resources 
fully into play is by misjudging the nature of the task, by 
presenting it to ourselves as raore routine, simple, undemanding 
of genuine creativity than it will turn out to be.,,i/ 

ana 
«The idea that failure to fully visualise prospective internal ootta 
can he growth-promoting it, in a sente» an extension of the mor« 
familiar and »ore ohrious thought that disregard of ^ °©»t» «f » 
wojoct or industry will inflict on third partie« - that it» failure 
to internalise external coats - can torve as stimulus to ontorpriie. âf 

fhe idea it that if we knew the difficulties and oostt of some project» they 

nouid not be undertaken, hut having decided to undertake the« and having *eoosi« 

committed to them, we will extend extraordinary effort to make the« «uooenful 

and do so at níít positive bonefit. 

Although, no doubt, this view describes a real actual phenomenon,  it is an 

argument for a kind of irrationality that is difficult to aceept. 

\j     Op. oit.» PP. 13. 

¿/     Op. oit,, pp. 15. 
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APPENDI/ A 

A GUIDE TO ASS *SSING AN INFORMATION SÏSTHÎI 

This Appendix contains a number of question* to be answer«! by any individual 

at anly level of the project environment in order to assess  the effectiveness  of 

the information systom which cupports him. 

There are three sets of questions used.   The first typ«. Table A-1, 

assesses the general management system from an information point of vie*.   fl*#*e 

questions deal with general managerial issues, hut they allow assessment of 

management's communication systca, which is a part of the information syttem. 

They oan be answered yes or no because they deal with the existence or absence of 

some pieoe of information. 

fi» questions are phrased so that a no answer is a si«a of a def fielen©*. 

A second set, Table A-2, i» designed t© evaluate the general information lysteo 

and rehires m estimate of frequency of happenings aeoordiag to the follow!«« 

soalej 

1. Almost alwayss    occurs 80 per cart of th« time*. 

2. Often j    more than 50 p&r cant of the timej 

3. Oooasionally«    about 30 per cent of the tim«i 

4. feifrequentlyj    lees than 15 P«" e«** et iU **••• 

5. «everj    lois than 1 psi" cent of the time. 

k third set of questions, Table A-3, deals with the adequacy of the reportin* 

«v.ten in support of functions that the respondent must perform.    Tuest srs ratta 

according to the following character ist loss 

1. IfceeUents    is new a bottleneok to parten»»©* of the funotiMif 

2. Goods    it teldom a bottleneck or detriment to p«rformsjioe of the function« 

3. Pair;    is rather frequently the bottleneck or detriment to performwnee 
of the function; 

4. Poor;    it more often the impeding factor than any other single oaustj 

5. Bad;    it more often the impeding factor than all other causes. 

Respondents are allowed four additional answers which are not used in the 

analysis described subsequently.    They are; 
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A. Saturated:     botter or more  than required,   but good for general 
information, 

B. Superfluous,     better or more than required  and serves no purpose; 

C. Distracting.     so much better or more than required that  it acta as 
a detriment to actual pDrformance. 

D. Upsetting;    better or more  than required and serves to disturb morale. 

Analysis 

Responses from users can be represented in the form of frequency distribu- 

tions which show the relative frequency of the various answers to questions 

asked on the questionnaire.    One such frequency distribution will exist for 

each question from Table A-2 and for each combination of function and reporting 

system characteristic from Table A-3. 

These distributions are presented in the form of bar graphs (Figure A-1). 

To interpret this data,  two concepts must be kept in mind.    First, the eharaeteri- 

•tio of tho shape of the distribution is mora important than any particular o lass 

of answers.    Second, one must account for biases as a result of the phrasing of 

the question or viewpoints of the response. 

There are two characteristics of the shape of tho distribution that provide 

analysis information.    Th    first is the spread, or the disparity of user opinion, 

and the second is the displacement of the distribution from the central category 

which, in statistical parlance,  is called the skew. 

The skew indicates,  in some sense, the goodness of information.   The questions 

are designed so that answers to tho left of the scale are most likely charaoteris- 

tics of a good information system, while answers to the right are typical 

weaknesses.    Therefore,  if one is willing to accept the numerical assignment to 

each answer and take an average overall questions, a strong information system 

would result in a pattern, as shown in Figure A-1 (a). 

The spread, however,  is an indication of the uniformity of the goodness 

among all usera.    For example, a large spread could be indicative that there 

is a great diversity of opinion among users as to goodness of a portion of th© 

information system, as in Figure A-1(b). 
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Tabic A-1.       Assessment of Management noaaunicuUona 

Please answer each question cither yes or no,  but feel free to comment 

if a yes or no does not convey all  the information you wish to transmit. 

1.   Do you know exactly how higher levels of managument evaluate your work? 

YES   HO   

COMMENTS; 

2.   Bo you have a clear written statement of your functions, r««pon*ibiliti«s 

and authoritias? 

COMKEaiTSs 
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Table A-2.       General Assessment of Information System 

1. How often do yov have trouble finding a document that 
crossed your desk previously? 

2. How much time d^ you spand in completing reports on 
progress? 

3. How much timo in answering specific requests for 
information that exists within the organization? 

4. Do you find that you are often  involved in crash 
programmes to meet deadlines? 

5«      What percentage of  jobs are completed according to schedule? 

6. What percentage of  jobs are completed within budget? 

7. How often do you find that you oannot schedule your work 
because higher levels of management are iaposing ad hoc 
demands? 

8. Hon often do you generate requests to other organisation 
levels for information (excluding normal searches such 
as library searchest etc.)? 

9. How often do you find that there is more than one study 
on the same topic going on independently within the 
organisation? 
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Excel lont föod  Faf r   Ftxir  RKT 

(a) Highly skewed, small spread 

Excel 1 ent Good  Fa I r  Poor  Bad 

tb) Highly skewed, large spread 

Figure A-l(ü)/(b). 
Frequency Distributions Illustrating t)egroes of Spread and Skewness, 
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The combination of skewnesa and spread yields some important information. 

For example, a strongly skewed and small spread of the type indicated in 

Figure A-1(a) indicates a very good and uniformly designed information charact3ri- 

stic. On the other hand, a oombination of the type shown in Figure A-l(b) 

indioates that, in general, the component is god, but there are so«« areas 

where it is poor. 

fhis entire analysis «u»t be tempered by the faot that the questions are 

generalised to apply to a wide variety of functions and In individual cases «ay 

net be appropriate. For example, question 7 of type S (Tibie â-2) deal* with 

the ability to sohedttle *ne»s work, yet the responder may haue a job whose nature 

is responding to ad hoc work requests fro« iupervisor» (tueh at executive 

assistances, etc.). Moreover, obviously, eardinal numerical assigawoiits to 

answers implicitly assumes some ooaparmbility among aaiwert to different 

questions when, in fact, there is none. 
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